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The 
TuesdaY,Jan. 24, 1989 
You're one 
of 10,570: 
Pre Ii mi na·ry 
enrollm·ent 
shows drop 
By Cindy Pinkerton 
Reporter 
Nothing unusual. 
That's the way Marshall's registrar 
describes this semester's enrollment fig-
ures. 
The university ,.has 10,570 students 
this semester, according to unoffical pre-
liminary enrollment figures released Mon-
day. 
It'.s·no surprise the number offu_ll and 
part-time students is down from the fall 
semester, said registrar Robert Eddins. 
Traditionally, each spring's enroll-
ment is lower than fall by about 1,500 
st~dents, he said. 
Enrollment in the fall hit ,an all-time 
high with 12,348 full and part-time stu-
dents. Last spring at Marshall, there 
were 10,651 students. 
Eddins stressEl(i the figurei, are prelim-
inary. Enrollment may increase when 
students enroll off-campus, he said. 
Official figures will be released by the 
Board of Regents at its March meeting. 
Eddins said he is under strict orders 
from the BO R not to issue official enroll-
ments figures until then. . 
BOR finance chief 
joins Caperton staff 
· The governor has a new man on his 
team today, and the Board of Regents 
will begin searching for a new finance. 
director. 
James J . Schneider, BO R finance direc-
tor since 1977, has accepted a job with 
Gov. Gaston Caperton. 
As finance director, Schneider re-
ported directly to the Chancellor about 
BOR financial matters, including.fund-
ing matters and fee levels at West Vir-
ginia colleges and universities. 
Recently Schneider has been respon-
sible for the issuance of revenue bonds, 
including those dealing with the pro-
posed stadium for Marshall. 
Schneider has a master's degree in 
public administration with a concentra-
tion in public financial management. 
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During hit campaign, Gov. Gaston Caperton was usually $900,000 from II• budget by the end of the fiscal year. It's not 
thumbs-up. Bui Just days after t'!I• Inauguration, the governor yet known what will gel the ax. 
put a freeze on •ta!• spending. Marshall must trim more than 
MU $900,000 poorer after cuts 
By Chris Stadelman 
Rcpoltcr 
Marshall became about $900,000 
poorer when West Virginia's new gover-
nor announced spending cuts -last 
week. 
To respond to the announcement, 
President Dale F. Nitzschke and other 
West Virginia school presidents will 
meet at 9 a.m. Wednesday in Charles-
ton. 
See related story, Page 2 
About $720,000 allocated to the uni-
versity for this school year was elimina-
ted. Another $200,000 was cut from the 
School of Medicine's budget. 
Because the state has been experienc-
ing lower than expected tax revenues, 
the cut, made just days into Gov. 
Gaston Caperton's administration, 
did not come. as a surprise to school 
administrators. 
But shock or no shock, the 6 percent 
cut in funding will not be easy to 
absorb, sai<l Herbert J. Karlet, vice 
president of finance. 
"Although this didn't come as a 
total surprise, it adds a devastating 
burden on Marshall," he said. "We're 
already short of money with the Social 
Security payments and lhis just com-
pounds .the problem. · 
"Governors have done similar things 
in the past, but having it done two or 
three years in a row makes it really 
difficult." 
The state Legislature also will con-
vene for a special session Wednesday 
to discuss the state's lagging economic 
situation. 
House Speaker Chuck Chambers, D-
Cabell, said he thinks Caperton made 
the right decision by instituting the 
cuts immediately. 
"Given the matters we're taking up 
Wednesday, cuts were probably necess-
ary," Chambers said. "The state is 
running $60 million behind estimates, 
and you don't want to wait until the 
last two or three months to make the 
cuts." 
Because Marshall and other state 
schools have already spent more than 
half of their appropriations for this 
fiscal year, which ends June 30, Caper-
ton's cut isn't 3 percent as announced, 
but 6 percent. 
Budgets for all other state agencies 
were trimmed by 10 percent in the 
move, which came as part of Caperton's 
government reorganization plan. 
Saturday, in his first weekly radio 
addres!I, Caperton outlined his plan to 
reduce the state's 150 departments and 
agencies into seven departments to be 
headed by cabinet-level secretaries. 
A projected deficit of $230.6 million 
by the end of the fiscal year prompted 
the cuts, which will be made at the 
See CUTS, Page~-------
INSIDE Stadium's long wait It looks as though a new sta-
dium may finally be on the way. 
It's been a long wait, as our 
year-by-year account shows. 
What is a provost? 
The term "provost" may not be 
familiar to all, but Alan Gould 
knows its meaning well. The 
new provost shares his goals. 
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What a bargain 
Despite tuition increase, 
Marshal I sti 11 costs lessi 
By Chris Stadelman 
Reporter 
It doesn't get any cheaper than this. 
Students at Marshall pay less for their 
education than students at any other 
university in the six-state area. 
While·coughing up $616 each semester 
may seem expensive, West Virginia stud-
ents pay less for in-state tuition than 
residents in Ohio, Kentucky, Virginia, 
Pennsylvania or Maryland pay at their 
state universities. 
The 1987-88 in-state tuitions at Mar-
shall and West Virginia University 
ranked as the two lowest among Ohio 
State, Ohio University, University of 
Kentucky, University of Louisville, Uni-
versity of Virginia, Penn State or Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh. 
Tuition at UK came closest to Mar-
shall's bargain rate. In-state students 
there pay about $100 more than Mar-
shall or WVU students do. 
At University of Virginia, Pitt and 
Penn State a year's tuition costs at least 
$1,000 more than Marshall students 
pay. 
West Virginiari's cannot find an out-of-
state. university in the six neighboring 
states cheaper to attend than Marshall. 
But for some out-of-state students it is 
less expensive to attend Marshall tha~ 
to pay in-state tuition at a university 
·nearer to home. 
For example, Pennsylvania students 
can attend Marshall - paying the more 
expensive out-of-state tuition rate - for 
less than they would pay as in-state 
students at Pitt. 
Marshall students disagree over whe-
ther Marshall is simply underpriced, or 
if it is inferior to more expensive schools. 
Keith Ford, Spencer freshman, said 
Marshall's tuition rate is fair. "I looked 
into the University of Illinois and it cost 
about $6,000 (total expenses) for an in-
state student," Ford said. "Marshall's 
not bad at all when you look at the cost of 
other schools." 1 
Others said Marshall was less expen-
sive for .a reason. 
"Marshall needs to be cheap to be 
competitive," said Rob Richen burg, Louis-
ville sophomore. "It charges the least 
because of the low economy is the state." 
Indeed Richen burg's assessment is sup-
ported by a recent report in the West 
Virginia Business and Economic Review. 
West Virginia's gross state product was 
the only one of the six states to decrease 
between 1980 and 1986. 
A bad economy wasn't the only reason 
students mentioned when debating why 
West Virginia schools cost less. "West 
Virginia schools are cheaper in quality 
as well as price," said David Hattman, 
~arkersburg freshman. 
Cu ts------,----,,------.--
From Page 1 
discretion of school administrators ac-
cording to Steve Cohen, Caperton's 
press secretary. 
What will get the ax on Marshall's 
campus remains undecided, said 
William P. ~urdette, assistant to Presi-
dent Dale F. Nitzschke. "It's really too 
early to tell where the cuts will come 
from," he said. "We'll try to make them 
as painless as possible." 
Chambers said right now money for 
higher education simply doesn't exist. 
"We have to bite the bullet until we can 
get some tax money collected," he said. 
"That's the only chance that the supple-
mental appropriation (for state Social 
Security payments) has. I sincerely 
hope that higher education can get 
some more money." 
In the budget the BOR submitted to 
the Legislature, additional funds for 
the remainder of this fiscal year and 
for 1989-90 were requested, according 
to Jo Ann Rains, public information 
director for the board. ~ 
Heading the BOR's list is a supple-
mental appropriation to fund Social 
Security until June 30. Also requested 
was .restoration of funding cut in 
1987-88. 
"We're trying to show a need for the 
additional funds and how it is an 
investment in the future," Rains said. 
"We have to persuade the leadership of 
the state of that." / 
The restoration of the 1987-88 funds 
would bring $8.2 million to the state's 
colleges and universities. Marshall 
could get $1 million of that money. 
"The funds would be used for basic 
operating expenses," Karlet said. "Our 
primary plea is to get back where we 
were (before the cuts)." 
'Glamour'ous contest for women 
Marshall women will get a chance to "Number One" in one of the areas of 
compete in Glamour magazine's 1989 creative arts, communications, science 
All New Top Ten College Women Compe- and technology, health, public service, 
tition. government and politics, international 
The winners will receive $2,500 and relations, business and economics, en-
will be featured in October's issue. trepreneurship and sports. 
A panel of the magazine's editors will The contest is open for juniors only. 
pick 10 women from colleges and univers- The deadline for entry is March 1. 
ities throughout the country on the basis Applications are available from Dr. 
of academic achievement and extra- Don E. Robertson, assistant dean of 
curricular activities. Student Life, or by writing Glamour 
Each of the 10 winners will be judged magazine. 
: ·.,·., . . . .. ·,• .,• •• • · , · , / . • .' •• • .. ·. • . ·;· _' .. • ·,·~ .: ,· J J. 
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Photo by Robert Fouch 
Singing "We Shall Overcome," Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity members march last 
week In.a candlelight vigil honoring Dr: Martin Luther King. The march began at 
Marshall and continued along Fourth Avenue. 
Moon says schedule reason 
behind -lagging ticket sales 
By Steven J. Keith 
Reporte,r 
Attendance at Marshall home basketball games this year is avera~ing 2,000 fans 
a game below last year's numbers and Marshall 's athletic director cites scheduling 
as the major problem. 
Lee Moon said he realizes the new ticket policy may be a source of problems and , 
that changes may be made. "We will definitely have to look at the program at the end 
of the season, and re-evaluate it," he said. · 
During the first eight regular season home games, crowds have averaged 6,223 
fans, compared with 8,476 for the first eight home games last season. 
Moon said it's wrong to compare this year's statistics with last year's. 
"It's really not a fair comparison," Moon said. He explaine<,i that of eight home 
games, five were.,played when students were away during finals weeks or during 
Christmas break. 
"Four of those games were also played on Wednesday nights, which is a church 
night for many people in this area," Moon said. He estimated tnore than 150 
complaints on that fact alone and said, "That's something that won't happen next 
year, if I have anything to do with it." 
Last year, attendance was better because few home games were played while 
students were on break, and the one which was held was Marshall versus WVU. "It's 
always a sell-out." 
Moon said there were no Wednesday night games last season. 
These factors are what have caused the drop in attendance. "There's a big 
difference in the two schedules," he said. "And that's an important factor in 
attendance." 
Recent reports have placed the blame on the season ticket policy which requires 
ticket purchasers to make a scholarship donation ranging from $25 to $300. 
Richard Shreve, executive director of the Big Green ScholarshipFund, said this 
year's policy is not a new one, only updated. · 
"We did raise some of the donation amounts, but they had been the same for seven 
years," he said. "It was just a program that needed updating." 
Moon added, "It's basically the same policy we've had before, we're just enforcing 
it now. For many years there have been abusers of the policy and that takes money 
out of our pockets. 
"We're just trying to clean up the ticket policy so it's fair and equitable for 
everyone." . 
Moon said season ticket sales are down by about 600, but walk-up sales are lower, 
too. "We've got to look at the big picture," he said. "Walk-up sales on game days are 
down, too. The biggest drop-off I've noticed so far has been the students." 
Ticket manager Mitch Bowers said although 2,700 tickets are allocated to 
students a game, only an average of 900 are used per game. 
"Only a third of the tickets are being used," he said. "We want to know why the 
students aren't coming out for the games. It's important for the team to have a large 
crowd behind them. It makes positive things happen." · 
Bowers and Moon agreed Saturday's crowd of7,137 against The Citadel will start 
the comeback of the larger crowds for Southern Conference games. "My biggest 
hope is that students will start coming back with all the enthusiasm they had for 
basketball before," Moon said. 
Moon said he's pleased with how the ticket policy is working and said one of the 
main benefits is that he's now getting and accurate attendance count. "We're 
matching our actual ticket sales witl} the turnstile count to get an accurate number. 
Before forming the new ticket policy, Moon said he formed a committee offaculty 
and staff to get their input a nd also surveyed many top basketball schools with 
attendances similar to Marshall's to see how the policy would compare with theirs. 
"They're very similar," he said. "We're doing just what many of the big schools are 
doing." 
. .. . . . ~- .. ... .... .... . ~ .-.---· . ... . .. . - ·-··· ·-· __ .__ ______ ._ ....... _ ................ ..... ....... ... ~ 




ere in the Treasury we have been gratified by the great success of 
many of our endeavors over the years." 
A. James Manchin 
Dec. 23, 1988 
"It is easy to point fingers of blame in such a situation, but even the brightest 
economists have been confounded by the various factors exerting influence on 
the State." 
A. James Manchin 
Jan.13,1989 
It is a sad sign when a man with such incompetence and ignorance is 
allowed to still serve as treasurer of state until the Legislature impeaches him 
or until he decides to retire on his own. 
Even if the Legislature decides to take action, there will be an introduction of 
the impeachment proposal, deliberation and voting - all of which can last 
weeks. Also, there is no guarantee legislators will vote in the manner they 
should. 
And while the process drags on, as if Man chin has not done enough for the 
state's ec.onomy already, he will still be receiving taxpayer's money for doing 
his "assigned" duties (no one, including Manchin, is sure what these are). 
Auditors have tagged total losses in the Consolidated Investment Fund at 
$279.1 million, and have said this loss is .due to inadequate controls and 
strange investment activities. 
The auditors recommendation is to hire a professional investment adviser. 
Why not just elect one for treasurer of state? Or at least make sure candidates 
for the position have some idea of economics. 
Since the scandal first broke in early December, Manchin has flopped 
around on his role like a fish out of water. One minute he said he was aware of 
investment operations, the next minute he said he had no idea of how to invest 
the state's money so he hired Assistant Treasurer Arnold Margolin. And 
Manchin praised Margolin until it was no longer wise to do so. 
Of course, Margolin has his scapegoat to blame, and soon, and so on and so 
on. , 
What it all means is someone was (or was supposed to be) in charge and that 
person (intentional or not) was ignorant to the state losing millions over a 
period of years. 
And that person must go. But Manchin will hang around until it looks like 
an impeachment is close and then he will retire. 
Although he has prabably given out more awards and certificates than any 
poli ticion in the history of the state, a good image means nothing if the state is 
so economically wrecked that it becomes the butt of a nation's jokes. 
Mr. Manchin, Thank you, but no thank you. 
And more on A . . James 
Some people just don't know when to quit. The name A. James Manchin 
springs to mind. 
He should have resigned weeks ago, when his incompetence as treasurer 
became a certainty. But he remains in office. 
And now he has stimulated even more negative publicity for himself. 
Last week in an "economic commentary" Manchin ignored· the state's 
money woes, any comment on the Caperton administration or anything of 
value. 
Instead Manchin called for the Legislature to pass a bill making English the 
state's official lanuage. 
Insane. 
Such close-minded "English only" legislation is a waste of time for any 
state, but especially in West Virginia, ·where very real problems are pressing 
down each day. 
Manchin wrote that "multiple languages threaten America's heritage." 
Since his time as a history teacher in Wood County, Manchin must have 
forgotten that the United States' heritage IS one of multiple languages. 
The idea of printing bilingual signs, eontracts or driving tests is one Man-
chin doesn't care for, even in states such as Florida where huge numbers of 
Spanish speaking people live. · 
The treasurer admitted West Virginia's foreign language problem is not yet 
severe, but he stressed that West Virginia must help "Congress get the mes-
sage and bring the entire country into line." 
This latest misguided idea from our treasurer is just one more reason West 
Virginia must say adios to Manchin. 
Some West Virginian recognition 
West Virginia probably has re-
ceived more national attention these 
past few months than when it sep-
arated from Virginia during the 
Civil War. 
Over the break the news was filled 
with West Virginia and West Virgi-
nians. Some congratulations are in 
order. 
Mountaineers 
West Virginia seemed to be in 
headlines all over the country. 
Sadly, this glory was not the 
result of a business boom or aca-
demic greatness within the state but 
from the West Virginia University 
Mountaineer football team. Al-
though the players' performance in 
the Fiesta Bowl did not quite meet 
our-high hopes for a national cham-
pionship, the day did provide some 
accomplishments. Finally, people 
(well, at least football fans) nation-
wide realized exactly where West 
Virginia is. By game's end, West 
Virginia was known for more than 
its economic despair. 
Mike Barber 
And while the Mountaineers were 
hoping for national recognition in 
Arizona, one Marshall senior was 
bringing some to Huntington. After 
all, WVU wasn't the only school in 
West Virginia playing good football 
in 1988. 
Although the Thundering Herd 
may have been defeated in the 
second round of the playoffs, Mike 
Barber won a championship title of 
· THIPARSIN By GARY LARSON 
"l'w done "'1he tint r9CJI ~ 
of o UfOI •. And with my own camera. 
In my own dollcroom, and In my own _. 
"The glimmer of hope or the silver 
lining in all of this is that there is a 
real sense of cooperation with the 
new governor." 
House Speaker Chuck Chambers 
David Jenkins 
his own. In January, Barber was 
named Player of the Year for Div-
ision I-AA. 
The Sullivan, 
Dustin Hoffman's movie "Rain 
Man" is bringing much needed at-
tention to autism, and Huntington's 
Ruth Sullivan and her son Joseph 
Sullivan deserve much of the credit. 
Hoffman prepared for his· role as 
an on autistic savant by studying 
Joseph. And Ruth not only founded 
Marshall's Autism Training Center 
but also provides expertise on the 
condition throughout the country. 
When the two appeared on Oprah 
Winfrey show earlier this month, 
they made us proud to be West Vir-
ginians. 
Alan Gould 
President Dale Nitzschke found a 
pair of capable hands when he 
named Alan Gould to the newly-
created provost position. Gould is 
now Marshall's second-in-charge. 
· Nitzschke will now be able to 
spend even more time off campus 
promoting Marshall, and not have 
to worry about things back home. 
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The movie is hot, 
but perspective not 
By Joseph WIiiiam Yingst 
Reporter 
"Mississippi Burning" does a good job 
of exploring violent racism in 1964, but 
students shouldn't mistake the fictional 
film as the whole story. · 
That's the conclusion 9f two Marshall 
leaders who said the film should be seen, 
but that it distorts truth, and fails to give 
a black perspective. 
"This film basically deals with the 
civiljghts movement from a white per-
spective," said Dr. David C. Duke, pro-
fessor of history. 
Duke said the film, based on the murders 
of three civil rights workers and investiga-
tion the FBI in 1964, misrepresents actual 
government involvement in the case. 
Gene Hackman and Willem Dafoe star 
as two FBI agents who organize an 
investigation in Neshoba Conty, Mississ-
ippi, where Klu Klux Klan members 
abound. The characters the two play are 
fictional. 
Duke sajd the movie's perspective is 
wrong. "To really understand the civil 
rights movement, you must understand 
it from a black perspective," he said. "I 
thought the movie could have been 
much, much better." 
Maurice A. Davis, counselor for the 
Student Minority Program, agreed the 
film distorts the civil rights movement. 
''Even though there was an attempt to 
show what actually happened .. .it came 
from a white perspective," Davis said. 
"There might be some stories out written 
by blacks, but no one is producing it 
from that standpoint." 
"Historically it was distorted," Davis 
said. "It just didn't hit home like I 
thought it would." 
The characters portrayed by Hackman 
and Dafoe are more sympathetic than 
probably was true, both said. 
"It seemed like (the film) was glorify-
ing the FBI in some aspects, and even 
glorifying the reaction of some whites in 
the area," Davis said. 
But Duke said he believes the movie is 
one students would do well to see. "In 
spite of the things that could be better 
about the film , I still think it should be 
seen," Duke said. 
'~'The 
~ail Studio 
1017 20th St., Huntington 
525-NAIL 
Set of Nails ·$25 
(Reg. Price $40) 
Other Services Include 
Manicures, pedicures, hair 
design and facial waxing 
Special with Lynnette & LaJeana 
- Limited Time Offer -
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Business ethics class pondered 
ByNoclQay 
Reporter 
Business and ethics. 
business students. 
Dr. Frank J . Mininni is an associate 
professor of philosophy who teaches an 
ethics course. Although it is offere._d by 
the Department of Philosphy and not 
the College of Business, Mininni said 
any student's sense of values could be 
clarified by taking the course. 
Alexander said it would be impossible 
to eliminate all wrong-doing. "There 
have always been ethical situations since 
'time in memorial,"' he said. 
Some think the two are mutually exclu-
sive ideas. 
Recent Wall Street scandals have the 
public wondering if business people 
have any scruples at all. 
At Marshall, ethics are not taught as a 
separate class. But Dr. Robert P. 
Alexander, dean of the College of Busi-
ness, said ethics are integrated into a 
number of courses. 
Mininni said, "A business student 
must be educated on what things ought 
to be done, and what things ought not to 
be done." 
Lance Beville, who teaches business 
management classes and is a local busi-
ness owner, said a class focusing solely 
on ethics couldn't hurt. 
"To be more effective, ethics needs to 
be taught a lot earlier, even as far back 
as elementary school," Beville said. 
Other professors say a course focusing 
only on business ethics could benefit 
Greed is the name of the game, Mininni 
said, and in the business world, money 
can beacommonfactorpushinga business-
persoh into unethical activities. 
Business students are introduced to 
ethics in Business Principles 320. Re-
gistrar Robert Eddins said business 
majors are the most popular at Marshall. 
s 
Students, your assignment today is 
to learn how to use the Smith Corona 
XL 2500 typewriter. 
Ooops, don't get too settled in your 
seats. The XL 2500 isn't a very difficult 
study. 
In fact, unlike most electronic type-
writers, it's a downright snap to pick up. 
The Spell-RighC 50,000 word elec-
tronic dictionary adds new meaning to 
the word "simple'.' 
WordEraser~ erases entire words at 
a single touch. 
WordFind8 finds your mistakes before 
anyone else can. 
The XL 2500 even makes correcting 
mistakes as easy as making them. 
· With the Smith Corona Correcting 
Cassette, you simply pop 
in your correction tape. 
There are no spools 
to unwind ... no com-
plicated threading 
in 
Of course, we've also added lots 
of other fine features to the XL 2500. 
There's full line correction, Auto 
Half-Space, Auto Center, even our Right 
Ribbon System~ which automatically 
prevents you from using the wrong 
combination of ribbon and correcting 
cassette. 
Oh, one more feature we forgot to 
mention-the price. You'll be happy to 
hear that the XL 2500 is surprisingly 
affordable. ~ So you see, the XL 2500 t:$1 -~--~ 
wo~'t just make your writing · • ".· . , 
easier. . 
It'll also help you with 
your economics. 
=•I SMITH - CORON~ 
TOMORROWS TECHNOt.OGY 
AT ~TOUCH·· 
... no tangles. <::!>•"J'l:11<,""'~ • -«tll,~ ...,..-,1. ....... .. -....-•---
. • 1· •• 1···· .. ·· •.-···t •··· -- r ···· --,· ... • . ..,.· t:····-1cr.•··· .. 7 ~ f 
For more inlormauon on <his product. vmte to Smith Corona Corporation. 65 Locust Avenue. New Canaan. CT 06840 or 
Smith Corona (Canada Ltd.). 440Tapscott Road. Scarborough. Ontario. Canada MIB IY4. 
-
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'Supreme' case sparks debate on abortion 
By Dlmitra Barouxl1 
Reporter 
An upcoming Supreme Court abortion 
case has pro-choice and anti-abortion 
advocates speaking out. 
Missouri wants a law to limit access to 
abortions and to overule Roe vs. Wade, 
the 1973 decision that states the right to 
obtain a n abortion is protected by the 
Constitution under the right to privacy. 
The Court might decide most of the 
issues in the case in Missouri's favor 
without overuling or even modifying 
Roe vs. Wade, The New York Times 
reported Jan. 10. 
The National Organization ·for Wo-
men is planning a demonstration April 9 
in support of abortion. Abortion op-
ponents protested in front of the Su-
preme Court Jan. 22, the anniversary of 
Roe vs. Wade. 
Monday many West Virginians pro-
tested against abortion in Washington. 
That day had been designated for the 
Historic Pro-Life March by the National 
Right to Life group. 
Michael D. Wyrick, president of West 
Virginians for Life Inc., said his group 
took three buses from Huntington for 
the march. Other participants followed 
by car. · 
=====================• •aa ....,_IUl======================n ....-ww"'""' 
IF YOU WANT TO BE 
A PHYSIC·IAN, 
WE'LL PAY FOR IT. 
If you're willing to invest your skills and knowledge as an 
Air Force medical officer, we'll invest in you and pay 
your way through medical school if you qualify. It's the 
Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program. 
It pays for: 
* Tuition; 
* Books, supplies, equipment and lab fees; 
* Plus a monthly income of more than $650. 
Call TOLL FREE 
1-800-423-USAF =-=i-~ ! > 
Have you tried AUTOPHERESI_S yet? 
It's new, it's much faster and it's very safe. 
The latest technology for plasma donation. Fully 
automated and monitored by trained professionals. 
r--------=----COUPON-------------1 
Bring this coupon and receive a $1000 
BONUS for your first automated donation. 
You'll receive $2000 total · 
for your first donation. 
529-0028 
Hyland Plasma Center 
631 4th Ave., Huntington, WV 
l-------------COUPON------------J 
Protesting is necessary because it 
shows the legislators how serious some 
people are about abortion, he said. 
"A critical issue" is how one history 
· professor describes the abortion ques-
tion now facing the court. 
Frances Hensley said the decision to 
abort must be made by a woman and her 
doctor. 
Wyrick said some Marshall students 
participated in the march. Marshall stu-
dents are more supportive than people in 
their 40s, he said: " 
"I would like the court to consider that 
the fetus is a life, a baby. Having an 
abortion is murder," Wyrick said. 
Hensley said abortion should be left 
up to each woman and not to the state. If, 
for example, West Virginia were to make 
abortion illegal, women who could afford 
an abortion would travel to other states. 
Women who can't afford to go out of 
state for a legal abortion will have it 
done illegaly, Hensley said. 
If the Sypreme Court puts the abortion 
issue into the hands of individual states, 
Hensley said the results would cause 
problems for women. 
Instead, an anti-abortion law would 
simply force them to cross state lines or 
break the law to obtain abortions, 
Hensley said. 
THE STUDENT LEGAL AID CENTER 
Provides advice and counseling to all students. MSC 2W29 
ATTORNEY FOR STUDENTS: Offers advice on any type of legal 
problem such as Landlord/ Tenant, Criminal Disputes; Consumer 
Information, Domestic, and other areas. 
OMBUDSMAN: Assists students in understanding the-various poli-
cies and procedures within the university such as Grade Appeals, 
Judicial Board Appeals, Grievances, Mediation, and other areas. 
No appointment necessary, but due to the limited hours of 
the attorneys and ombudsman. it is best to call ahead-696-2366. 
JAMES BOGGS . 
MIKE WOELFEL 
ATTORNEY HOURS 
1 :00-2:30 P.M. 
NOON-1 :30 P.M. 
OMBUDSMAN HOURS 
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Unstoppable. 
That's how some people are describing the 
building of a new stadium just east of c_ampus 
since the Board of Regents Jan. 11 .approved 
refinancing of $70 million in bonds. Here's a 
partial sequence of ·ev~nts since the buHding 
of 60-year-old Fairfi~ld Stadium. 
1925 
Fairfield Stadium project begins. 
Huntington, the Board of Education and 
Marshall College enter a contract to build 
Fairfield Stadium over a gravel pit used as th1 
city dump. The land was purchased for $25,00 
but some protest over the stadium continues. 
lJJ
• ,, . , Corner Hal Greer ,j/f aJ • ., 0 and 4th A v.e. 
~- 'V 525-1591 
~ 
••• ••• ••• ••• 
Why go out to eat? Just give us a cal I! 
FAST FREE DELIJ/ERY,l,I 





Stadium completed. Huntington Central High School, now 
Huntington High, and Portsmouth High played the first game in 
the stadium on Sept. 22. At the time the stadium's cap·acity was 
only 10,000. · 
Title for stadium transfers to BOR. The transfer stipulates ti 
Marshall is to run the facilitv but that high schools are also to ht 
permitted its use. The transfer also cleared the way for 
much needed renovations, including the capacity increase 
to about 18,000. 
Save Our Stores is organized. While many people believe SOf 
a recent occurance, it was ·actually first organized in 1977 when 
land a long Third Avenue was being purchased for Marshall. The 
group resurfaced as opponents of the preferred site for the stadiu1 
once it was announced. 
January - Fairfield's east stands declared unsafe. A 
Columbus engineering firm that inspected the stadium in the fall 
reports that the east stands are unsafe. After getting the report 
costing $10,500 Marshall officials ask the BOR for $1.5 million to 
million to replace the stands. 
February - MU gets funds for feasibility study. Senate Finance Chairi::nan Bobb: 
Nelson, now Huntington ma:·or, promises funding for a study to determine the feasibility o 
building a new stadium. . 
March - Marshall faculty members renounce need for stadium. By a vote of 122 to 9: 
faculty members ad~pt a resolution directed to the BOR and the Legislature saying "we ... d1 
not need and do not want a new football stadium at Marshall." About 50 percent of th0& 
eligible voted. 
Summer - Feasibility study begins. The joint venture group Gates/ Heery-Fabrab o 
Beckley is hired to ao the job. 
June - East stands demolished. The concrete stands on the east side of Fairfield stadiun 
are torn out and replaced with temporary, but safer, aluminum stands. 
October - Committee endorses preferred site. The Marshall University Stadiun 
Committee unanimously endorses proposed stadium site bound by 20th and 23rd street.! 
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1985 
March 2 - Stadium study reported to Board 
of Regents. Gates/ Heery-Fabrap recommends 
the BOR build a stadium to replace Fairfield at 
what has since been referred to as the preferred 
site. The BOR voted to accept the report but did 
not add plans to build the stadium to its list of 
capital projects. 
1986 
Jan. 16- Gov. Arch Moore encourages 
Presdident Dale Nitzschke to prepare a 
stadium propo·sal. Moore said, "There isn't any 
limit on what we can do. We don't need any new 
legis-lation. We don't need anything." 
Feb. 24 - Stadium plan delivered to BOR. 
Sept. 9 - BOR agrees to allow f"'irst land 
purchase. The BOR permits Marshall to buy the 
first parcel of land on the preferred site. 
~ ............................................. .. - . 
MARk YOUR CALENdAR : 
LuNclibAG SEMiNARS 
EVERY WEdNESdAy, NOON TO 1 :00 
PRidtARd HAU 14) 
• • • • • • • • • • JANUARY 2~ LovE AddicTioN : 
F EbRUARY 1 MASSAGE TliERApy : 
f EbRuARY 8 INTiMATE RElATioNsliips : 
F EbRuARY 1 ~ SusAN B. ANTlioNy : 
: f EbRUARY 22 SEXUAL HARASSMENT : . ,...._ _______________________ __, . 
: luNckbAG SEMiNARS ARE opEN TO EVERYONE FREE of ckARGE. foR MORE : 
: iNfoRMATiON CAll TkE WOMEN'S CENTER, bQb-} 112 . : • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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1987 
January - First bond issue announced. 
Moore in the State of the State Address asks the 
Legislature for a $25 million bond issue to fund a 
new stadium. 
February - Passage of bond issue doubtful. 
After both houses of the Legislature looked at .the 
idea, House Finance Chairman George Farley; D-
Wood, declares the bond issue would not leave his 
committee. He added that the way Moore proposed 
building the stadium was even unacceptable to 
Marshall. 
House Speaker Chuck Chambers, after vowing 
that no budget bill would pass the House without 
funding for the stadium, also expressed his doubts 
· it would be included. Hope wa~ revived briefly as 
the Senate included the stadium in its budget bill 
under the tuition fee revenue bond account. 
M,irch - Bond issue removed from budget 
bill. A conference committee removed the $25 
million bond is·sue from legislation when-
reconciling differences in the budget bills passed 
by each house. 
September - Omniturf installment 
completed. 
1988-89 
• June - Legislature allows pursuit of · 
stadium. Although a budget that includes a 
provision for regents to pursue a new stadium 
using cash or bonds is passed, legislators approve 
no money for the facility. 1 
June 17 - Moore alters budget by giving 
stadium the top spot on the BOR's priority 
list. 
Aug. 3 - Other.projects added to financing. 
The financingj or stadium will be combined with 
other projects to make to legislation more 
attractive to the rest of the state, Moore says. 
Jan. 11- BOR approves bond sale. The board 
approved the sale of $70 million dollars in bonds 
to begin Jan. 26. 
Today - The state is appraising the property for 
purchase. 
"A New Taste For The Tri-State" 
China Garden 
Szechuan Styte - Sea Food 
Luncheon Special $3.00 And Up 
Lunch Hours Mon-Fri 11 :30-2:45 Sat 12:00-3:00 
Dinner Mon-Thurs 4:30-9:00 
Fri-Sat 4:30-10:00 
Acc~pt Mastercard And VISA 
"Hot Spicy Dishes Can Stimulate Your ~tite" 










Grammy_ Winner· s.Jarts 
Artist Series toni·ght· 
By Kim Taylor 
Reporter 
If you've always wanted to see a 
Grammy winner in Huntington, to-
night a clarinetist may provide that 
opportunity. 
Richard Stoltzman will give the 
first spring performance of the Mar-
shall Artist Series at 8 p.m. at the 
Keith-Albee Theatre. 
Stoltzman, a Grammy award and 
A very Fisher Prize-winning clarinet-
ist, has drawn high praises from both 
colleagues and critics. The Washing-
ton Post describes Stoltzman as "an 
artist of indescribable genius." News-
week declares him as a "popular phe-
nomenon in the world of classical 
music." 
Stoltzman's performance differs 
from other musicians in that he gives 
a visual concert,according to Celeste 
'Winters Nunley, executive director of 
the Marshall Artist Series. 
Nunley says his unique concert fea- · 
tures <;lassical and jazz music coin-
ciding with a variety of slides which 
create a peaceful and relaxing atmos-
phere. 
Stoltzman began playing the clari-
net at the age of seven. He is a gra-
duate of Ohio State University. He . 
received his master's degree in music 
from Yale University and earned his 
doctorate from Columbia University. 
He is _a frequent recitalist nation-
!lllY and internationally, appearing' 
with such groups as the London Sym-
phony, the English Chamber Orches-





1531 4th Ave• next to campus• 522-1117 
Tanning Specials 
5 visits $17.50, 10 visits $25.00, 20 visits $50.00 
· Tanning Package - One month Continuous Visits $55. 00. 
•Wolff Systems• 
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Cen·ter more important 
than home for retiree 
By Debra Morris 
Reporter 
Kamal Samar hadn't even begun pack-
ing his office in Memorial Student Cen-
ter Thursday afternoon. He said he 
hated to leave Marshall - hated to take 
'I, I could wish one thing for 
Marshall, it would be progress.' 
Kamal Samar 
his nameplate from his desk. . 
When Samar came to work for Mar- the students can always have input in 
shall in 1971, the student center had changes and procedures. 
neither doors nor was it divided into He also said he believes it is important 
rooms. to get help from the students. Most of the 
"It became more important to me than workers at the student center are work-
my own home." study students. 
Now, after 18 years of dedicated ser- After 4:30 p.m. the student center is 
vice, Samar, assistant director of auxil- run entirely by students. 
lary services for the student center, re- Samar said he would like to thank the 
tired Friday. students at Marshall for their cooper-
Samar came to Marshall in 1971, the . ation and support and for making· his 
year after the plane crash. The student job more enjoyable. 
center is a memorial for the players, He also praised the university's Greek 
coaches and Huntington citizens killed organizations which "help and for keep-
in that accident. ing the campus active. If the Greek 
Students have always felt a special organizations are active, the entire. 
bond with this memorial building, school will be active as well." · 
Samar said. At the time the student Samar said he wants to stay in touch 
center opened, Samar recalled the stu- with Marshall during his retirement. He 
dents protesting the conflict in Vietnam. has already contacted Marshall alumni 
• The student center was never harmed in the Florida community where he 
during the campus riots. plans to move. 
Because the student center is for the . " If I could wish one thing for Mar-
students, it should be run by the stu- shall, it would be progress," Samar said. 
dents, Samar said. He added he plans to visit the Marshall 
This is the reason why the Student campus regularly, to see if his dreams 
Center Governing Boai;d was formed so for-it are fulfilled. 
We have space for you! 
Call 696-3346 
1502 3rd Avenue 
Huntington, WV 
18 year olds welcome! 
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the copy center 
881 Hal Greer Blvd. 
(Across from Old Main) 
529-6110 
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WVU student daily 
is object of protests 
By BIii France 
Impressions Editor 
425 newspapers nationwide by Uni-
versal Press Syndicate. No other pro-
tests resulted. 
Blacks may or may not have a place at Some students said the cartoon was 
West Virginia University's student news- racist. Kenneth Jones, a third-year WVU 
paper, depending on which Daily Athe- law student and graduate assistant for 
naeum editor you believe. the Center for Black Culture, said running 
Meanwhile, black students leaders say the cartoon so soon after Martin Luther 
protests at the newspaper will continue. King's birthday was especially offensive. 
Susan Malone, the paper's managing Theeditorhimselfwasanotherreason 
editor, said she offered two black stu- for protest, Jones said. "He has been 
dents positions following last week's exhibiting racially negative bias over 
picketingofthenewspaper'soffice. They his past year as editor," Jones said. 
say the paper's editors have racially Aherns would take no blame for the 
discriminating hiring practices. uproar. "I'm sorry ifl anyone's feelings 
But the paper's editor, Frank Aherns, got hurt," Ahrens said. "I didn't hurt 
called Malone's action one of "panic." .. them." 
He said no blacks have been offered jobs Qualified black journalism students 
as a result of the protests. have applied for jobs at the newspaper 
"She didn't hire them," Aherns said. and were-rejected, Jones said. "(Ahrens) 
"They are still volunteers." has tried to just brush us•off." 
Aherns said the protests, which began Jobs openings were available, Aherns 
after the Daily Athenaeum published a . said, butblackstudentshavenevershown 
syndicated cartoon featuring blacks, are any interest in jobs at the Daily Anthe-
a "wonderful display" of First Amend- naeum. 
ment rights. 
"They (black students) have a right to 
do what they're doing, and so do I," he 
said. 
- The cartoon by Pat Oliphant showed a 
black man discussing his goals and the 
person he admires with another black 
man. Oliphant won a 1967 Pulitzer Prize 
for the cartoon, which was distributed to 
At first, students sought an apology 
from Ahrens for printing the cartoon, 
but when he refused, they began calling 
for his removal. 
Protests will continue, Jones said. "I'm 
planning to meet with the university 
vice president sometime this week to 
discuss the problem." 
Hair Wizards 
Cuts Men $700 
Women 
. $1100 
Perms Start At 
$3900 inc. cut 
"For The Best Looks You'll Ever Get" 
2557 Third Ave. 
Next to High lawn Pharmacy 522-7812 
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More funds for MU center 
may come with 'Rain Man' 
By Debra Monts 
Reporter 
When her son Joseph began putting 
puzzles of the United States together 
when he was only three years old, Ruth 
Sullivan wasn't sure what to think. 
If she were a new parent today, the 
movie "Rain Man" would've changed all 
that. 
This film with Dustin Hoffman as an 
autistic adult and Tom Cruise as his 
scheming brother is playing downtown 
at the Camelot Theater. 
"It would cue the parents of even very 
·young children that their child may 
have autism," said Sullivan. 
Some much needed attention has been 
brought to autism, a relatively unknown 
illness. 
Ruth Sullivan is director of the autism 
· services center and mother of a 28-year-
old autistic savant who Hoffman studied 
for the movie. 
"Rain Man is the most important event 
in autism since the formation of the 
National Society of Autistic Citizens in 
1965, Sullivan said. · 
"People who see the movie 'Rain Man' 
see what it is like to spend a week with a 
person who has autism," Sullivan said. 
Sullivan said she believes that the 
publicity the movie has received will 
help not only Marshall's program, but 
all autism programs in the nation. 
"It is the awareness that is the key," 
Sullivan said. "The state Legislature, 
which supplies money for Marshall's 
autism program, and the federal govern-
ment will be more likely to allocate funds 
now that autism has gained national 
attention." 
One of the first things Sullivan said 
she would like to see are more group 
homes for autistic children and adults. 
"There are approximately 3,000 au-
tistic people in West Virginia and at the 
present time there are only two group 
homes that house six people in each 
facility," Sullivan said. 
The Autism Service Center is always 
looking for students to work at the center, 
Sullivan said. The organization is non-
profit and appreciates donations. Any-
one who is interested may contact the 
center at 525-8014. 
Dorms not crowded this spring 
By Jeff Saulton 
Reporter 
What a difference a semester makes. 
At least, that is, for students who want 
to live on campus. 
During the fall semester, Marshall 
was facing a dorm room shortage. Stu-
dents simply outnumber rooms available 
in the six campus residence halls. 
However, occupancy in the dorms now 
is only at about 85 percent, according to 
Ramona Arnold, director of housing. · 
She said preliminary figures show about 
1,850 students living on campus for the 
spring semester. 
At the end of the fall semester, 260 
students checked out of the dorms and 
only 125 new students checked in. These 
check-outs were a combination of grad-
uations, transfers from Marshall, and 
students who have withdrawn from the 
dorms or school. 
Fifteen of the new students checking 
into the dorms this semester were 
students who had left campus housing · 
in previous semesters, but decided to 
return to the dorms, Arnold says. 
Because now more rooms are available 
than students, consolidations and the 
assigning of double rooms as single 
:BuJget Optical 










rooms will take place later this month, 
she said. 
Students living alone but paying the 
lesser, doubles rate are not forced to 
share rooms with others in the same 
situation because this creates a hassle 
for the students, Arnold said. "The num-
bers never work out. There's always one 
left over." 
Besides, closing floors or wings does 
not result in any savings to the uni-
versity. Utility costs are fixed, Arnold 
said. Buildings such as Holderby Hall 
have central heating systems and com-
mon areas must also be heated. 
Arnold said the last time a dorm was 
closed was 1982-83 when Laidley Hall 
was shut down because the occupancy 
rate was so low. 
While some former dorm students want-
ed to return to campus housing for the 
spring semester, Arnold said others request-
ed a break in their housing contracts. 
About 50 freshmen and sophomores 
have been released of the two-year hous-
ing contract because of financial ·and 
personal reasons, she said. Most of those 
were the results of money problems, 
Arnold said. 
Overcrowding may continue to be a 
problem at Marshall during the fall sem-
ester, Arnold said. Statistics show that 
1988 and 1989 are peak years .for large 
graduating classes in West Virginia, she 
said. 
Already, the fall rush for housing has 
started, Arnold said. One person applied 
in August 1988 to live in the dorms for 
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Sports 
Improvements on 'D' 
result in Herd wins . 
After falling to SC cellar Marshall moves 
back in contention with two straight wins 
By Jim Keyser 
Sports Editor 
At the beginning of the year, Marshall 
Coach Rick Huckabay said the area he 
wanted to advance the most in before · 
entering Southern Conference play was 
defense. 
"I know we'll he able to score," 
Huckabay said last December. "My 
main concern is for us to improve de-
fensively :You have to play good defense 
to win in the Southern Conference. Hope-
fully, we'll he aable to hold our op-
ponents to 75-78 points." 
Well, if Marshall's last two games are 
any indication, Huckabay''! goal of good 
defense has been attained 1. nd the coach 
is simply trying to keep it that way'. 
After losing its first two games in the 
Southern Conference, 63-61 to VMI in 
the Henderson Center and 99-75 at Ten-
nessee-Chattanooga, the Herd has re-
bounded · with two impressive wins in 
which great man-to-man defen!!!e h as 
been the key. 
The first win was-a 64-57 victory over 
Western Carolina Jan. 16 in which Andy 
Paul Williamson led the Herd with 21 
points aand five rebounds, and the se-
cond was Saturday at the Henderson 
Center over The Citadel, which was in 
first place in the SC at the time with a 2-0 
mark, 62-53. 
"We had a caller on the radio show last 
week wondering why Marshall teams 
never play defense anymore, and L 
thought about him while I was watching 
tonight," Huckabay said after his team 
evened its SC recor<l at 2-2 and moved to 
9-7 overall · with the victory over the 
Bulldogs, who were shooting 54 percent 
from the field hut were stymied by the 
Herd defense and shot just 30 percent. 
"I was very P,leased with_ our team 
defense," he continued. "They had to 
work hard for every shot they took. We 
kept forcing them out and it paid off in 
the end. 
"I'm real pleased with where we are· 
right now. We're getting•hetter and bet-
. ter and we've.come a long way, particu-
larly on defense. It used to he kind of a 
thorn in our side, hut we've strengthened 
it a lot with a lot of work." 
Interestingly, the Herd, which was in 
last place in the SC just last week, could 
he tied for first by today. For this to 
happen, ·the Herd would have had to 
heat Furman last night at the Hender-
son Center and Western Carolina need-
. ed to upset UTC. · 
Another plus in this two-game win 
streak is that it has seemed to restore 
faith in the Herd fans who were on the 
verge of giving up while the Herd was 
struggling to stay at .500 and then prac-
tically gave up when Herd star John 
Taft went out with a bruised tailbone in 
the UTC loss. He has not played in the 
two wins and was not expected to play 
Monday night. 
''I -'m real pleased with where 
we arc right now. We're getting 
better and better and we've 
come a long way, particularly 
on defense. It used to be kind 
of a thom In our side, but we've 
strengthened It I lot with I lot 
of work." 
Rick Huckabay 
Since Taft's absence, it has been a 
balanced scoring effort that has made 
up for his 25.3 ppg average. 
"Our role players are playing rtlal 
well," Huckabay said. "Right now, every-
body's just trying to establish an iden-
tity." 
In Saturday's win, Andre Cunningham 
led the Herd with 14 points, followed by 
Andy Paul Williamson's 11 and John 
Humphrey's 9. Scott Williams also gave 
the Herd an offensive spark by coming 
off the bench to hit two big 3-pointers 
and score eight points, and Gery Strick-
land led Marshall with seven rebounds. 
The only other time this year th·e Herd 
has been two games above .500 was at 
7-5. That happened after two impressive 
home wins, a 108-104 victory over Vir-
ginia Tech and West Virginian and Olym-
pian Bimbo Coles, and an 87-74 win over 
rival Morehead State. Taft led the Herd 
in both games with 29 and 22 points, 
respectively. Omar Rola~d had his sea, 
son highs of 25 points and 11 rebounds 
against Tech. . 
The vitory over the Eagles was the 
Herd's largest home crowd until 7,137 
watched Marshall win Saturday. It was 
the first time this year in eight home 
games the Herd had surpassed 7,000. 
Before the Tech game, the Herd's sche-
dule was-up and down. The Christmas 
breakbegan with two losses in the Uni-
versity of Kentucky Invitational Tourna-
ment, 81-73 to Arkansas State in the 
opening round and 91-78 to host Ken-
tucky in the consolation. game,. that 
dropped its record to-2-3. 
A blowout win over University of Char-
leston at the Henderson Center, 122-84, 
evened things at 3-3, but the Herd was 
embarrassed by Pepperdine at home just 
two nights later, 85-69, and fell to 3-4. 
A short but very tough three-game 
road trip now awaited, and tl)e Herd got 
some big wins it needed behind Taft. 
The 6-foot, aggressive guard scored 38 
points in a 103-97 victory over Southern 
Mississippi that started the road trip out 
on a good note because Hattiesburg, 
Miss., is considered a very difficult place 
to win. 
Next, Marshall went to. play in the . 
Ma1'9hall's Jeff Sonhouse grabs a rebound In Saturday's.62-53 victory.over The Citadel 
that.moved Marshall's record to.9-1 overall, 2-2 In the SC. The Herd was-back In action · 
last night against Furman. · 
Arkansas,Little Rock Tournament. The 
Herd defeated Northwestern State, which 
is coached by former Herd assistant Dan 
Bell, 101-91, as Taft again scored 38. The 
Herd then lost in the finals to host Little-
Rock, 89-79, and returned home with a 
5-5mark. 
Next came the wins over Tech and 
Morehead and then the Herd entered SC 
play. 
The 63-61 loss to VMI at home was 
probably not how Huckabay or the play-
ers wanted to begin their SC stint, but it 
was especially painful because the Herd 
had eight shots in the last 90 seconds 
that could have tied the game, but 
missed all eight attempts. 
" Sometimes you just have those 
nights," Huckabay said after. the Key-
dets knocked off the Herd. "We couldn't 
hit anything in the first half, so I 
thought they (VMI) would have the bas-
ket with the lid on it in the second half. I 
guess the thing just.followed us around." 
Things did not get any easier for Mar-
shall as it travelled to Chattanooga to 
play nemesis UTC. The results of the 
game were as bad as the Herd could have 
imaganed: a 99-75 loss and an injury to 
John Taft. 
At the time, the Herd found itselfin an 
unfamiliar place - the SC cellar. Fortu-
nately for the Herd, though, they have 
rebounded well since the UTC game and 
find themselves right hack in the middle 
of the unpredictable SC race. 
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New lineup equals wins 
as Lady Herd leads SC 
By Jim Keyser 
Sports Editor 
While it was defense that got Mar-
shall's men's basketball team on its way 
in the Southern Conference, it has been 
a new offensive lineup that has pro-
pelled the Lady Herd to a 2-0 SC _start 
and 9-6 overall record. 
Since going to a lineup that features 
both Jenny Leavitt and Sharon Deal as 
post players, the Lady Herd has posted 
four victories in five games after bat-
tling to a 5-5 start. ' -
The last two wins, a 71-61 decision 
over Furman and a 73-67 defeat of East 
Tennessee State, have gotten the Lady 
Herd off to first place in the SC with a 2-0-
mark. 
"It's an ideal lineup for· us," Coach 
Judy Southard has said. "We were 
forced to make some changes earlier 
because of injuries and inconsistent 
play. Through this course, we decided 
our post tandem (Leavitt and Deal) is the 
best offense to play. Common sense tells 
you to play-them together." 
Although Southard sa1d the Lady 
Herd has been playing this lineup since 
"day one," it wasn'T until after Christ-
mas that it became the starting lineup. 
Before Christmas, Marshall was fight-
ing to play .500 ball. The break started 
with the Lady Herd Classic, which Mar-
shall entered with a 3-2 mark. What 
awaited was perhaps the greatest tour-
nament ever at Marshall. 
The other three teams were American 
University, the Lady Herd's first round 
opponent, Alabama University and the 
University of North Carolina. 
Marshall defeated American easily, 
85-50, to move into the finals against the 
Lady Tar Heels. North Carolina lived up 
to its billing as the tourney favorite by 
· downing the Lady Herd 66-55. 
Next for Marshall was a game with 
Ohio University at the Henderson Cen-
ter. The Lady Herd won 75-60 to go to 5-3 
on the year, but two other Ohio schools 
were not as friendly for the Lady Herd. 
Ohio State trounced them 97-54, and 
Xavier beat the Lady Herd 63-61 on a 
last-second shot. It was the only lead 
Xavier had the entire game. 
Now at 5-5, Southard began starting 
the new· lineup, and the results have 
been successful. 
First came two road wins, 70-6_7 over 
Mount St. Mary's and 70-47 over Towson 
State. After a loss to Kentucky, 72-61, the 
Lady Herd returned home to defeat Fur-
man and then beat ETSU at Johnson 
City, Tenn. 
The Lady Herd's next game is against 
rival Morehead State Thursday at 7~30 
p.m. at the Henderson Center. The Lady · 
Herd returns to SC action Saturday at 3 
p.m. against Appalachian State. That 
game is als? in the Henderson Center. 
Classified 
Help Wanted 
Student representative for Anheuser-Bush 
on and around campus. Send resume to 
P.O. Box 7666, Huntington, WV 25778. 
Please include extracurricular activities. 
RESORT HOTELS, Cruiselines, Airlines & 
Amusement Parks, NOW accepting ap-
plications for spring and summer jobs, 
internships, and career positions. For more 
information and an application write Nation-
al Collegiate Recreation Service, P.O. Box 
8074, Hilton Head, SC 29938. 
National marketing firm seeks ambitious. 
mature studeot to manage on-campus pro-
motions for top national companies this 
school year. Flexible hours with earnings 
potential to $2,500. Call Lisanne or Rebecca 
at 1-800-592-2121. 
Adoption 
ADOPTION - A baby is our dream! Please 
help childless couple to provide loving, 
warm home to white newborn. We can help 
each other! Please call collect Bev and Mike 
at 703-342-7692. 
ADOPTION: Are you pregnant and con-
sidering adoption? Our happy family would 
love to have a new baby join us. Expenses 
paid. For more information, call our at-
torney collect: 408-288-7100 A-149. 
1;=:;=::====================:::,A:M :er-JC 
·ATT.ENTION BSN 
CLASS OF 1989. 
The Air Force has a special program for 1989 BSNs. 
If selected, you can enter active duty soon after graduation 
--without waiting for the results of your State Boards. 
To qualify, you must have an overall 2.75 GPA.. After 
commissioning, you·11 attend a five-month internship at 
a major Air Force medical facility. It's an excellent 
way to prepare for the wide range of experiences you'll 
have serving your country as an Air Force nurse officer. 
For More Information, call: 
TOLL FREE 
1-800-423-USAF AIR ia. ! 
l!:::=========================-~FORCf, _Ji 
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A game face 
Marshall Coach Rick Huckabay looks on sternly in Saturday's win over The 
Citadel. 
1118 Sixth Ave. 
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Donna Diamond Gregg VanHoose 
E. O'Dell Lucas, Owner 
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Provost 101 Who and what it will be 
Position calls for· 
role in academics 
av Jeremy 1.um1ns 
Staff Editor 
Funding is the major problem Mar-
shall University faces, according to Dr. 
Alan B. Gould, newly appointed provost. 
President Dale F. Nitzschke an-
nounced over the break that Gould 
would be promoted to the position. Gould 
will assum,e the position of provost Feb. 
1. 
Gould, who was promoted to senior 
vice president last summer, said his new 
position will be involved more with aca-
demics. 
"The previous position I had as senior 
vice president was not directly in the 
academic flow,".Gould said. · 
Gould explained the provost will have 
more input in all the colleges and pro-
grams, including the Yeager Scholars. 
Gould said he was not aware of all the 
problems .that the Yeager program is 
reported to have. He did say with his 
new position he believes he now will 
have r~sponsi\>ilities in t!'ie program. 
"I do know from the flow charts that 
the director of the Yeager program re-
ported to the•vice president for academic 
affairs, and will now report to the pro-
vost. I'm assuming that the provost will 
have certain amount of responsibility of 
what goes on there. 
"I will meet with the director of the 
program to find out what the situation 
is." 
Besides dealing with problems of cer-
tain programs on campus, Gould will 
have the problem of underfunding to 
deal with, a problem that is not new to 
the university. · 
"The biggest problem of course is fund-
ing. That is a problem Marshall Univer-
sity has had for many years," Gould 
said. "One of the things that we have to 
do is to continue our efforts in expres-
sing as dramatically as we can Mar-
shall's underfunding and perscribe posi-
tive ways in which we feel that under-
funding can be rectified. 
"To me funding is the major problem 
the university will face. And frankly I 
don't see it improving much in the next 
year or so." 
Gould also added he does not believe 
the administration has over extended 
itself with the amount of funding it has. 
Marshall offers 64 programs with an 
average enrollement of 128 students per 
program. That _many programs for an 
institution our size is lean, so we are not 
over programmed and 128 students per 
program is fairly close to the ideal, 
Gould said. 
"So in releationship to our trying to be 
to grandiose, I don't think so," Gould 
said. "Because the factors that I can see 
seem to indicate that we have kept our 
numbers of students per program rela-
tively constant." 
Marshall had a provost when Nitzschke 
assumed presidency in March 1984. The 
position was then eliminated and vice 
president for academic affairs was imple- · 
mented. In an interview with The Parthe-
non last year, Nitzschke said it is clearly 
av Tammy Collins 
Reporter 
What's a provost? 
Many students may not know exactly 
what one is, but Marshall has one. 
Senior vice president Alan B. Gould 
will become provost Feb. 1. 
The title change "signifies the fact 
that he is second ranking administra-
tor," Mitchell said. "That removes any 
doupt about who's in charge when the 
president is gone." 
A provost isn't new to Marshall, how-
ever. When Dale F. Nitzschke assumed 
Marshall's presidency in the spring of 
1984, Dr. Olen Jones was provost. 
In reintroducing the provost position, 
Nitzschke eliminates the job held by Dr. 
Carol Ann Smith, former vice president 
for academic affairs. She accepted a 
position last fall as president of a private 
college in New York. 
The position was advertised nation-
ally and 55 people applied. Mitchell said 
Gould was one of three recommended by 
the search committee. 
"Although we conducted a national 
search and examined a number of out-
standing candidates, Alan Gould clear-
ly emerged as the person best qualified 
and best prepared to serve in this essen-
tial position," Nitzschke said. 
"We're extremely fortunate to have an 
administrator of his caliber on our 
· staff," he said. 
In September 1969, Gould joined the 
Department of History. By 1977, he was 
department chairman. 
Between 1980 and 1988, Gould served 
in several administratiye capacities in-
cluding dean of the College of Liberal 
Arts, acting vice president for academic 
affairs and directorofthe Regents Bache-
lor of Arts Degree program. 
Gould originated the Search Com-
mittee on Recruitment of Excellent Stu-
dents (SCORES) academic festival and 
~loped the Metro Fee Concept. 
THE SPRING 
GOLD RUSH IS ON! 
$75 s50 $25 
OFF OFF OFF 
18K 14K 10K 
Order your college ring NOW. 
JOSTENS 
A M E R I C A S C O L L E G E R I N G t M 
Date: · Monday & Tuesday, January 30 & 31 
Payment Plans Available 
Place: Lobby - Memorial St!Jdent Center ca= EJ~il 
Meet with your Jostens representative for full details. See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore. 
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